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The introduction of Molecular Biology 

 There are many ways you can describe Professor Chen Ding-Shinn: a 

teacher, a doctor, a researcher, a headmaster, Taiwan’s “Emperor of liver”, a 

mentor, a leader. As the tutor of many doctors across Taiwan, Professor Chen 

seeks not fame, but the need to do more, even after his massive discovery in the 

field of medical microbiology. Professor Chen is known to most for his 

contributions to Taiwan’s current healthy state of condition in the effects the 

Hepatitis B virus on the Taiwanese population. However, even with this success, 

another dream of the professor is to educate the next generation of doctors and 

put them on the right path. Professor Chen values the effort of passing down 

correct thoughts from one generation of doctor to the next very greatly. He 

himself learned his ways of being a doctor and researcher from his mentor, 

Professor Song Ruilou, and wants to do the same for his own students as well.  

From the start, Professor Chen, in a team led by Professor Song Ruilou, 

discovered the significance of Taiwanese Hepatitis patients with the Hepatitis B 

virus genes, and went on a road to a discovery that would eventually save many 

Hepatitis B patients in Taiwan. Along the way Professor Chen dove into many 

fields and finally found the solution in Molecular Biology when doing research 

at the United States National Institutes of Health. Using molecular biology, 

Professor Chen was able to discover the mechanism by which Hepatitis B 

implants its DNA into the host DNA, proving the direct correlation of the 

Hepatitis B virus to Hepatitis symptoms in patients including liver cancer. 

Finding the usefulness of molecular biology, Professor Chen decided to bring 

this technology back to Taiwan which, at the time did not have any significant 

molecular biology research laboratories or facilities.  

In the year of 1980, Professor Chen returned to Taiwan from his research 

in the United States and brought back with him the most advanced methods in 

molecular biology research. The contribution of molecular biology to the 
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eventual discovery of the Hepatitis B vaccine can largely be credited to Professor 

Chen and also his partner Professor Song who, at the time, was also a professor at 

National Taiwan University. When asked about the importance of molecular 

biology for current and future medical doctors or scientists in our interview with 

him, the Professor described it as “undoubtedly”. 

 In 1979, the Professor recalled, by the time he was doing research in the 

United States molecular biology was already a well-shaped research field in 

basic medical research. However, the combination of molecular biology and 

clinical medical research was rare and non-existing in Taiwan. And so therefore, 

when the Professor realized the importance of molecular biology, he brought it 

back to Taiwan. As time went on until the present day, he saw even more clearly 

this important role of molecular biology. At the time there were also many 

controversies in these new molecular biology courses. A lot of the students were 

doctors who have already finished their medical trainings, which means the 

students included people of all kinds of expertise such as both surgeons and 

internal medicine. The issue came with the students who were surgeons: they 

questioned the usefulness molecular biology in their area of expertise, where 

they thought they needed more knowledge in physiology instead. Professor Chen 

refuted in our interview saying that molecular biology should be part of the basic 

knowledge packet taught to any medical student. It should not be something that 

might help in your future expertise, but it is part of the common knowledge 

everyone going through medical education should have. After the insistence of 

the director in charge, the course stayed in the basic training every Taiwanese 

medical student should have before graduating. 

 When asked about whether he thinks the mere two credits of molecular 

biology each medical student take during their medical training is enough, the 

professor said that the two credits are only there as an introduction and guidance 

for the students, and if one struck an interest with the topic while taking that 
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course, then the action to be taken is to choose other advanced courses of 

molecular biology offered. It is similar with all kinds of knowledge, the 

professor pointed out. The things taught in classes at schools are only the basics 

of each field, and it is not a real possibility to rely on these introductory courses 

for real world applications of these knowledge. In every field, the student would 

have to seek further education or further sources of advanced teachings to be able 

to fully utilize the field of knowledge to the real world applications of the 

corresponding expertise.  

 

The “common notes” Culture of Taiwanese Medical Students 

 To continue on with the topic of the education of Taiwanese medical 

students, we asked Professor Chen on his perspective of the “gong-bi” culture 

that has taken over all medical schools in Taiwan. Specifically, the gong-bi is a 

kind of shared-note taking where, due to the reason that the textbooks for 

medical courses are usually incredibly thick and almost impossible for the 

students to digest fully in the time given, a much more simplified version in the 

form of series of booklets that point out the main test points of the specific course 

are made by medical students in sole purpose of dealing with the tests. To this 

point Professor Chen does not deny the usefulness of this kind of share-note 

taking culture taking place within our medical schools, but what he disagree with 

is the issue of students only receiving their knowledge from these gong-bi. Again, 

the professor returns to the point that the gong-bi will only provide the most 

basic knowledge of each course, and it is still much recommended to read the 

textbooks. Don’t read just so that you can do well on the tests, the professor 

emphasized, you shouldn’t be satisfied with just these basic knowledge. Try to 

find a textbook that corresponds with what the teacher is teaching and finish 

reading whatever the textbook provides. For the professor, the minimum effort 

of every medical student should be to read some sort of textbook for each course 
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and seek further details, if necessary, through monographs or teacher assistance. 

The problem with students only reading gong-bi, the professor points out, is led 

by the fact that the professors nowadays will only test on the materials appearing 

on the students’ gong-bi, as in the most basic knowledge of each course. 

Professor Chen finds this situation unbelievable, and so ordered teachers to only 

have 80% of their test content be on what they talked about in class, the rest 

should come from content outside of the classroom. Despite fierce and negative 

response from the student body, the professor felt like the new system instituted 

was a success as it forced professors and teachers to put not just the basic 

knowledge on their tests, but also advanced knowledge that the students can only 

learn from by reading additional materials other than the gong-bi, or from pure 

mastery of the course by putting together all the concepts and not just 

memorizing what’s on the gong-bi.  

 

Being a Physician Scientist 

 Medical knowledge is not just about the basics, the professor added. 

Medical knowledge is always renewing; there is always something new 

introduced to the medical field, whether in new research findings or new clinical 

procedures, medical knowledge is always advancing. That is why Professor 

Chen started to read articles from the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) 

since his fourth year in college and medical school. “I didn’t understand all of it,” 

the professor said, “but I understood some, and that was enough.”  

For Professor Chen, the primitive goal for medical students who have 

gone through the entire medical school is to become a good doctor. However for 

the few that might take interest in medical research as well, the professor 

suggests that there should be a viable environment to provide for the nurturing of 

the interest in research in these students while they are still in school. Even 

though there might be difficulties such as research proficiency issues and 
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monetary issues in providing these kinds of environments for the students to 

merely try it out, the professor still insists that such experience is a must at some 

point in a medical students’ learning career. Sometimes the professors doing 

research at the university might not want students in his or her laboratory in fear 

of them getting in the way of the ongoing experiments and labs, but most of the 

times, it should not be difficult for a university to find teachers and professors 

willing to share their laboratory and their research ideas with college students. 

Researching is definitely a realm of science where the passing down of ideas 

from a tutor to a student or students, or the sharing of ideas between colleagues 

play a big part in the success of research. A good research paper is never done 

single handedly by one person, it is always the effort of an entire research team, 

and although the main idea might come from the one leading the team, if not for 

the input of each individual in the entire team in skills and original thoughts, it 

would be even more difficult to achieve any kind of results in doing research, let 

alone publishing a useful paper. Not every student is fit and necessary to do 

research, the professor suggests, but it definitely doesn’t hurt for them to be 

introduced into the researching and laboratory environment at some point in their 

student career. Many great researchers start their researching experience during 

their student years, and this experience and interest can go a long way. Professor 

Chen suggests that even if the student doesn’t end up building up an interest for 

researching, having the experience of being in a part of a laboratory and a 

researching team will allow the student to gain more advantages in skills like 

problem solving in their future career as doctors. There are many roads for a 

medical student after graduation; while some might go on to become great 

doctors with extraordinary skills, others might choose to stay in an educational 

facility to have the opportunity to do research on the side of being a doctor.  

In the modern world of academics, having a PhD is no longer a rare 

scenario, and sometimes might even be a prerequisite to get further and higher in 

the world of scholars, such as a job in a researching and teaching facility. On this 
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topic Professor Chen is reluctant to admit that our current system forces 

researchers to obtain a PhD before being offered or accepted to a job as a faculty 

in a researching facility. In professor’s own opinion, a researcher who loves 

doing research should be able to do research no matter what title he or she might 

have or have obtained. However, due to the “stiffness”, as Professor Chen 

worded it, of our system, it would be difficult for one to even have a chance of 

obtaining a faculty spot in researching facilities without a PhD. Using himself as 

an example, Professor Chen explains that because he did not obtain an official 

degree back when he was doing research, it would be harder for him to apply for 

any kind of promotion. So there should be a middle ground between the ideal 

situation where a researcher gets to do research no matter the title with the reality 

where a certain type of degree, such as a PhD, is necessary to prove your worth to 

the facilities who hire you as a faculty. And such middle ground should be that if 

you are truly one who wants to do research, and then if you ask yourself would 

getting a PhD hurt my aspirations in becoming a physician scientist, and the 

answer is no. In all honesty, said the professor, obtaining a PhD allows you to 

obtain a complete training in doing research. To look at it from above, having a 

PhD doesn’t suggest that one is a good researcher, and not having a PhD would 

not mean that one is not a good researcher. However, in the stiffness of our 

system, having a PhD would simplify and make easy the steps to apply, obtain, 

and become a faculty of a researching facility, and in turn be able to have the 

tools, grants, and labs necessary for doing research.  At the same time, through 

obtaining a PhD, one is able to receive a training course of doing research, which 

is not a bad opportunity either. In the end, to answer the original question, 

Professor Chen admits that he would strongly suggest one to obtain the title of 

PhD, if even only for the title so that getting the opportunity to do research could 

become an easier path. However one situation the professor dislikes it the action 

of going through the process of getting a PhD just for the title, and does nothing 

with the degree after obtaining it.  
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Success and Devotion in Many Fields 

 Returning to the topic of Hepatitis B vaccine in Taiwan, after Professor 

Chen learned through molecular biology that most Hepatitis cases in Taiwan are 

correlated to the Hepatitis B virus that is passed down from the mother to the 

offspring, he was eager to find a way to cut this form of direct infection on the 

next generation. While the most direct way was to inject a newborn with the 

Hepatitis B vaccine, the rest of the academic scholars and even the public were 

not on the same page as Professor Chen and Song. The others were afraid that the 

end result would become a situation where the newborn are used as lab rats. 

However, after excessive explaining, discussing, and communicating, everyone 

began to get on the same page. Shortly after the acceptance of the public, a team 

formed by the Department of Health for the sole purpose of fighting Hepatitis 

was formed, and with Professor Chen’s contribution, developed, tested, and 

performed a working Hepatitis B vaccine on all newborns in the nation.  

Furthermore, in addition to being an invested researcher, Professor Chen 

is also a devoted doctor. For many doctors nowadays, the time spent with 

patients might be five, at most ten minutes per visit. The goal is to get through as 

many patients as they can, either for monetary gains or for the sheer load of 

patients needing service. However, Professor Chen sets a rule of thirty patients a 

day. This rule is set such that Professor Chen can devote his entire thought and 

effort into each and every one of his patients. “You have to be a good human first, 

before you become a doctor” Professor Chen once said. Doctors are part of the 

service sector of our society. However, different from other jobs, the things 

doctors do consist of much more responsibility. One slip in thought or one 

fallacy in logic could lead to the loss of a life. That is why the pressure on doctors 

every single day to perform their best service for every patient is many times 

more than that of on most other jobs. For Professor Chen, one of the many things 

that help him get through everything is the ability to manage your time well.  
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The Key: Prioritize 

 Being able to achieve so many different positions in a life time, Professor 

Chen mentioned that a significant lesson one has to acquire through his lifetime 

is definitely time management.  

 

“Always know you priorities, patients come first, your passion goes 

next.” 

 

It is not hard to imagine Professor Chen’s daily routine, as he explains the 

importance of patients to doctors, putting them in his first priority. He also takes 

a lot of effort in maintaining his mental and physical health. “We need a healthy 

mind to produce good work,” he says. True enough, we have also seen many 

cases around the globe of researchers going insane, mainly due to over periods of 

loneliness and insolation. The Psychologist of the University of Chicago, John 

Cacioppo, have also did researches and concluded that “lonliness sets a motion 

in a variety of slowly unfolding pathophysiological processes”. In other words, 

human beings are social creatures that depend on each other. In order to produce 

great work, health maintenence becomes substantial.  

 

As both a doctor and an experienced researcher, being updated in the 

newest medical knowledge is also an important task. Technology and internet 

access has given us tremendous ways to renew information, it is an advantage 

only our generation beholds. Reaching intelligence world-wide not only gives a 

wider view, but also becomes a motivation to progress and work harder. Daily 

scans through the PubMed papers or Science magazine updates the trending 

information, medical students should also take time at least try in absorbing these 

knowledge. Professor Chen encourages students to learn volunteeringly, he 

believes the best way to educate oneself is not through exams nor papers, but 

through ones interest in learning about a particular subject.  
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There are a ton of things Professor Chen wanted to do, nevertheless, all of 

his sub-goals add up to his research career. For students, spending daily hours 

studying is way more efficient than cramming before exam week rolls around. 

“You are the only person who knows what comes first, use that wisely,” he once 

again inspires. In order to get his work done, Professor also confesses that he 

sacrifices sleep to do more. Although this may not be the best choice, Professor 

Chen states that this is the result of his own priority, everyone differs.  

 

Buffalo Spirit 

 When Taiwan was undergoing agricultural development, buffalo helped 

farmers tremendously in site grading and soil preparation. “Without their help 

and consistent work, we would have never become this much.”   

 Professor Chen’s love towards buffalo started since childhood, he was 

touched by the simple-mindedness of buffalos. Before the technology world 

escalated, kids spent time outdoors more than modern children. During summer, 

young Professor Chen would watch the workings of buffalos, and by observing 

these cumbersome yet steady animals, he developed his own mind of work. He 

saw the wisdom in not overthinking, and that once a goal has been set, one 

should walk steadily on the path, no returns, no branchings. This is also why 

Professor Chen chose to abandon his opportunity in continuing his career outside 

of country. “My studies are based on the Hepatitis B in Taiwanese society. Our 

culture and habits differ from other countries, therefore staying in Taiwan would 

makes more sense.”   

 

 Scanning through Professor Chen’s office, a collection of buffalo related 

artworks held place. There were carved sculptures and rocky figures, as well as 

calligraphic paintings and watercolor pieces. Although every piece eye-catches, 

Professor points his finger towards a newspaper content that tells a story of a 

farmer and his buffalo. The story took place in Tainan, where the old farmer cries 
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when his buffalo was being forces to go. “The buffalo is not anymore a tool, but 

a member in the farmer’s family.” Professor Chen emphasizes that this type of 

pureness becomes rare in our current society. People are getting more used to the 

quick access and convenience technology has given us, but sometimes pure 

perserverance is the key to success.  

 

 Psychologist Angela Lee Duckworth from the University of Pennsylvania 

also agrees with Professor Chen’s viewpoints on perseverance. She was 

surprised that the best students in her class were not the smartest nor the most 

talented, but those who worked steadily and consistently. She emphasizes that 

these students never see failure as a perminant status in life, and that they are not 

afraid to try and faill. In her TED talk The Key to Success? Grit., she states that 

the significant predictor of success is not social intelligence nor is it talent or IQ, 

but grit.  

 

 “Grit is passion and perseverance for very long-term goals. Grit is having 

stamina. Grit is sticking with your future, day in, day out, not just for the week, 

not just for the month, but for years, and work really hard to make that future a 

reality. Grit is living life like it’s a marathon, not a sprint.” It is miraculous how 

the minds of two unknown strangers can be so similar, yet confirming the 

importance of peseverance. Professor Chen’s philosophy about his buffalo spirit 

explains his attitude not only in studying, but also life.  

 

Passion Feeds 

 In many cases, passion and profession contradicts each other. Many also 

believe that enthusiasm would never get you a proper job, Professor Chen 

disagrees. He believes that although passion may not give the best result, 

combining passion and profession almost promises success. Professor also listed 

the benefits of loving what you do, “if you’re passionate about work, you’ll 
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never get tired of it, you’d work happily, and success easily.” He emphasizes that 

love towards profession strives people to improve, makes learning not a painful, 

but enjoyable experience.  

 

 Following the most successful people around the globe, it’s not hard to trace 

their steps in fighting for passion. Best examples include Bill Gates who created 

Microsoft, Walt Disney who created Disney, Jim Koch who owns the Boston 

Beer Company, and perhaps the most relatable man Frank H. Netter, the author 

of the famous Netter Atlas of Human Anatomy.  

 

 Frank H. Netter, the American surgeon who later became a medical 

illustrator sets another example. Netter was a fellow in the New York Academy 

of Medicine who also studied in the National Academy of Design. “Netter 

combined his passion and profession. His work helped educate medical students 

until now.” It is true, the anatomy textbook our school currently uses is the Netter 

Atlas. There are numerous ways to improve and give contributions to society, the 

point isn’t what you do, but why you do. Perhaps the motivation or intent behind 

our actions are as significant as the result.  

 

 Netter never thought of becoming well-known and celebrated, but he had 

faith in his passion and pursued it. Similarly, the intent of Professor Chen’s 

research on Hepatitis B vaccine was never awards nor praises, but the thought of 

improving Taiwanese health.Thanks to his research, Taiwan became the world’s 

first place of Hepatitis B vaccination.  

 

 Looking back  

 Born in 1943, Professor Chen shares his thoughts, saying that the meaning 

of life is to inherit the past and usher the future. “承先啟後” has always been 

the wisdom and philosophy Chinese culture beholds. “The different between 
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human and animals is that we inherit knowledge, animals don’t,” Professor 

states. True enough, the acquired traits an animal learned through its lifetime 

wouldn’t pass on to its offspring, but human knowledge develops, progresses, 

and improves.  

 

 Having the habit of medical historic reading, Professor mentioned William 

Harvey, an English physician who first described the systematic circulation of 

human body in detail. Harvey published his work De Motu Cordis, otherwise 

known as On the Motion of the Heart and Blood in 1628, conflicts Galen’s view 

of arterial and pore circulation. Harvey’s discovery was revolutionary.  

 

“His contribution to medical knowledge change the entire human history. 

We enjoy the works of these researchers, it is therefore also a mission for us to 

contribute to our future generations,” Professor states.  It is rare to see such 

humbleness in someones who is as successful as Professor Chen. And indifferent 

from past researchers like Harvey, Professor Chen’s study in Hepatitis B virus 

will undoubtedly benefit and provide a healthier future for our society. 

 

 “Being a doctor is definetely hard and tiring, but our job has a meaning, our 

patients depend on us,” inspiring undergraduates and medical students to work 

harder, not just for a more powerful social status or a better materialistic life, but 

to take responsibilities and become a better individual.  

 

 When you ask a child what they want to become when they grow up and 

they respond you with “to be a doctor!”, the image in your head might be a 

surgeon, performing arduous, life-saving surgeries every day. Or it might be a 

kind, amiable grandfather sitting in an office, calling in the patients and helping 

them with their pains, sharing his expertise to make people’s aches and problems 

go away. But Professor Chen would not fit into any one of these images, because 
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what he has done in his career certainly exceeds that which is expected of most 

medical school graduates. Aside from being a great doctor who holds true to the 

traditional view of absolute care for his patients which, by itself, is already an 

extraordinary task, Professor Chen also achieved success in many other fields. 

One might wonder how one man can do so much in his time. Indeed, the world 

Professor Chen lives in is no different from the one we are in right now. He does 

not get extra seconds in his minutes, or extra hours in his days. His years are the 

same as us, three hundred and sixty five days a year with the occasional extra day 

on leap years. His body is no different from that of a human body. That is why it 

is so shocking to understand how much Professor Chen has done, and has 

contributed to our society in his career as a doctor and researcher. From reading 

research papers as a medical student to graduating and becoming a doctor, to 

being a major part of the team to develop the Hepatitis B vaccine that saved the 

suffering of many Hepatitis and liver cancer patients, and further on to being an 

educator, bringing up the new generation of future doctors, the way Professor 

Chen do things definitely inspires the hearts and minds of many young medical 

students and doctors. As the professor said, it is not easy to be able to do so much 

in such short days. It is the combination of many skills and mindsets that led to 

Professor Chen’s success. The skill and ability in time management allowed him 

to allocate his time well into the prioritization of tasks. The mindset of the 

buffalo spirit gave him the psychological push and guidance to keep working. 

The passion that lies within helped him understand what he really wanted to 

achieve and contribute to this world. The love and care for his patients enabled 

him to put in action the skills he learned in medical school and training and to 

save his patients from the troubles of pain and diseases. As a young medical 

student looking at Professor Chen’s career, there is so much to learn from, so 

much to be obtained. Truly and well, to become a great doctor and researcher 

requires us to follow the footsteps of those before us, to learn from the best, and 
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Professor Chen Ding-Shinn is definitely one of those.    

 

 

(photo with Professor Chen Ding-Shinn at the NTU hospital) 
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